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NEW PIANO MUSIC

Aaron Copland
Benjamin Lees
Leopold Spinner
János Visky
Vladimir Vogel
Winfried Wolf

Piano Fantasy
Kaleidoscopes
Fantasy, Op. 9
Piano Concerto
Etude-Toccata
Piano Concerto
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BOOSEY & HAWKES
SWEDISH MUSIC

We are happy to announce that, acting on behalf of CARL GEHRMAN’S MUSIKFÖRLAG, we can now make available to orchestras in the United Kingdom, Eire and the British Commonwealth a large number of symphonic works by the most notable Swedish composers of today.

The following is a small selection:

KARL-BIRGER BLOMDAHL
Pastoral Suite for string orchestra

GUNNAR DE FRUMERIE
Clarinet Concerto (1958)

LARS-ERIK LARSSON
Music for Orchestra, Op. 40
12 Concertini, Op. 45

DAG WIREN
Divertimento, Op. 29
Symphony No. 4, Op. 27

We are also able to offer some of the best works of the older Swedish masters

JOHAN HELMICH ROMAN
(1694-1758)

FRANZ BERWALD
(1796-1868)

These and many other works are obtainable on hire from

BOOSEY & HAWKES

Published by Boosey & Hawkes Ltd., and printed in England by Eaton Press Ltd., Liverpool